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NEW BOOK: GUILT BY ASSOCIATION

Former High-Level Washington Insider
Blows Whistle on Zionist Intrigues,
Crime, Treason in Both Major Parties
uilt by Association exposes
the 2008 presidential race as
only the latest election in
which candidates compete
by pledging their allegiance to Israel.
Guilt by Association documents
how organized crime operates hidden
in plain view by displacing facts with
what people can be deceived to believe:
Iraqi WMD, ties to al Qaeda, mobile
biological laboratories, etc.—all traceable to those skilled at waging war by a
war of deception.
Guilt by Association shows how an
“enemy within” endangered and discredited America by associating U.S.
foreign policy with the Colonial
Zionism pursued by expansionist Israel.
Guilt by Association shows how this transnational
criminal syndicate staged the latest financial crisis, a
repeat of the financial pump-and-dump that ravaged the
S&L industry two decades ago.
Guilt by Association documents how, over decades,
treason became systemic, aided by foreign agents posing as domestic lobbyists for a criminal state.
Guilt by Association has attracted the support of
moderate and anti-Zionist Jews appalled at how U.S.
national security was undermined by pro-Israeli elites
and extremists.
See www.criminalstate.org for an ongoing chronicle
of trans-generational manipulations staged by the organized crime syndicate chronicled in Guilt by Association.
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Guilt by Association documents in
persuasive detail:
• How game theory keeps the
national security state intact due to
ongoing treason by pro-Israeli elites
and extremists inside the U.S. government.
• How lengthy pre-staging and indepth personality profiling enable the
displacement of facts with beliefs as a
means to manipulate policymakers and
the public.
• How an Ashkenazi oligarchy
emerged to dominate the Russian economy and how John McCain became
allied with this transnational criminal
elite.
• How the power of association is used by “the people in between” as a form of weaponry when waging
unconventional warfare in the mental environment.
• How the “Washington” consensus endangered and
discredited the U.S. by creating oligarchies worldwide—at “our” insistence.
• How, by our own “free” choice, markets and
democracies are systematically undermined by those
masterful at manipulating beliefs.
• How the Anti-Defamation League attacks as an
anti-Semite anyone documenting the common source of
this trans-generational treason.
• Why the “New Anti-Semitism” must discredit anyone critical of Israeli policies.
An adviser on financial policy to 35 countries and

Meet the Author of Guilt by Association
“America faces the greatest challenge of its 232-year history—its
credibility in tatters, its security at risk, its finances awry, its future in
jeopardy and its leadership adrift. A John McCain presidency is poised
to make matters worse. Possibly far worse. However, that does not
mean a Barack Obama presidency would be better, only less worse.”
—JEFF GATES

JEFF GATES is a lawyer, investment banker, political advisor and consultant to
governments, corporations and union leaders worldwide. As Counsel to the
United States Senate Committee on Finance during the 1980s, Gates spearheaded federal legislation for employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs). Heʼs
worked in 26 countries worldwide, with ideas for connecting workers to their economic systems in capitalist systems as diverse as Japan, Germany, Zimbabwe
and Korea, as well as the United States. He is the author of Guilt By Association.

Some Big Names
Say Gates Is Right!
“Breathless just reading it.”
—PROFESSOR NOAM CHOMSKY,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
“Guilt by Association is a magnificent, timely and persuasive study of how stealth, deceit and
cunning helped create today’s perilous situation in
the Middle East and the high stakes for all of us
in the presidential race.”
—PAUL FINDLEY, Member of Congress 19611983 (first Member of Congress openly targeted
for removal by AIPAC, the Israel lobby)
“Carefully researched, explosively revelatory,
powerful, compelling and certain to be highly
contentious, this book must be widely read for
precisely those reasons.”
—AMBASSADOR EDWARD L. PECK, Deputy
Director, Cabinet Task Force on Terrorism,
Reagan White House;
former Chief of Mission, Baghdad

former counsel to the U.S. Senate Committee on
Finance (1980-87), the writer explains how financial
freedom became a proxy for human freedom. And how,
by our own “free” choice, we were induced to embrace
the very forces that imperil our freedom.
The first book in the Criminal State series, Guilt by
Association promises to set a new standard for excellence in the investigative reporting required to restore
America’s national security. See more inside . . .
★

GUILT BY ASSOCIATION
Softcover, 287 pages,
indexed, #GA, $32

DISCOUNT: Just $28 for members
of the AFP Readership Council.

Use the coupon at right to order.
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‘Guilt’the Nail in McCain Coffin?
Neocon agenda, deceptions exposed in new book by insider
By Andrew I. Killgore

F

rom 1980 to 1987, author Jeff Gates served
as counsel to the Senate Finance Committee,
working with Sen. Russell Long of Louisiana, son of the state’s former Gov. Huey
Long, who was assassinated at age 42 as he
was preparing a presidential campaign. James Farley,
postmaster general under President Franklin Roosevelt,
had run a “penny postcard” poll confirming that if Huey Long actually ran
for president, Roosevelt could not be
re-elected. Fifty years later Russell
Long remained convinced that FDR’s
people had killed his father.
At a 2002 speech Gates gave in
London, he met “John Doe,” related to
one of the well-known people who had
endorsed two of Gates’ earlier books.
Soon afterward, Doe assured him that if
Gates undertook the research and
analysis the results of which appear in
Guilt, the evidence would identify who
killed Huey Long, and why. The facts
Gates assembled point not to Roosevelt’s people but to
the syndicate identified in Guilt.
***
Because control of the Oval Office is the syndicate’s goal, the immediate purpose of Guilt is to alert
the public to the perils of John McCain emerging as
president and commander-in-chief. McCain’s election
would embolden those skilled at displacing facts with
deceit, Gates documents with convincing detail.
***
In the first chapter Gates illustrates the intergenerational sophistication with which neoconservatives “prepared the minds” of the American public to invade Iraq
in response to 9-11. Academics and think tanks pushed
Samuel Huntington’s 1996 Clash of Civilizations to promote a “clash consensus”—five years before 9-11. That
same year Richard Perle along with other neocons such
as Douglas Feith wrote A Clean Break: A New Strategy
for Securing the Realm for incoming Israeli Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu. This helped lay more
“mental threads” for removing Saddam Hussein. Then
senators McCain, Joe Lieberman, a Jewish Zionist from
Connecticut, and Jon Kyl, a Christian Zionist from Arizona, co-sponsored the Iraq Liberation Act of 1998.
Distracted by the Monica Lewinsky affair, President Bill
Clinton signed it.
Four days after the destruction of the World Trade
Towers, then Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz was urging President George W. Bush to invade
Iraq. Not only was there was no evidence that Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction, but there was no real connection between Saddam’s secular regime and the
deeply religious al Qaeda. At the same time, other
Ambassador Andrew I. Killgore is publisher of The Washington Report on
Middle East Affairs. was a U.S. Naval officer in WW II. He holds a B.A. from
Livingston University and Juris Doctor degree from the University of Alabama.

Zionists from the U.S. Defense Department under
Wolfowitz and, not so coincidentally, Feith were feeding
false intelligence to the White House. The war would
not be costly, according to Wolfowitz, and the entirely
unnecessary and illegal war was launched.
In his chapter on “John McCain and the Financial
Frauds,” Gates reviews McCain’s unsavory role in the
“Keating Five” scandal. The following chapter recounts
the shameful role of McCain’s father in helping to cover
up Israel’s deliberate attack on the USS
Liberty during the 1967 Six-Day War in
which 34 of the crew were killed and 294
wounded. “From a game theory perspective,” Gates explains, “by covering up the
murder of Americans aboard the USS
Liberty, a U.S. president (with the aid of
Admiral John McCain, Jr.) confirmed that
Israeli extremists could murder Americans without endangering U.S. support.”
In the chapter on “The Presidency and
Russian Organized Crime,” Gates describes a John McCain who was either
“ignorant about—or complicit in”
Russian organized crime. During Boris
Yeltsin’s first term as president of Russia, a handful of
“oligarchs” financially pillaged Russia. Six of the “Big
Seven” oligarchs, whom Gates terms Ashkenazis, qualify for Israeli citizenship.
McCain described Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the most
infamous of Russia’s corrupt oil oligarchs, as a “political prisoner.” Notes Gates: “To claim Khodorkovsky as
a ‘political prisoner’ requires a closer look at how, at 32
years of age, a single Russian-Ashkenazi citizen
amassed [formerly] state-owned assets worth more than
$30 billion.” Gates goes on to document the widespread
criminality involved in Khodorkovsky’s billions.
***

JOHN McCAIN
New book reveals closet full of skeletons.

Guilt describes how Americans were induced to
freely choose the very forces that endanger their freedom. Thus the role of those masterful at waging “war
by deception” (the motto of the Israeli Mossad) by displacing facts with what the “mark” (i.e., the U.S.) could
be deceived to believe: for example, that Iraq had
nuclear weapons and mobile biological weapons laboratories and that the fully secular Saddam Hussein had
ties with the fundamentalists of al Qaeda.
Crafted as a wake-up call, the author documents
how Tel Aviv wields control over U.S. foreign policy in
an environment where lawmakers have been intimidated by the Israel lobby. “U.S. national security,” Gates
writes, “requires a rejection of the self-deception that
Israel operates as a trustworthy ally in an unstable
region while ignoring its multi-decade role in provoking and sustaining instability.”
★
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